Walt and Warren:

I cannot attend tonight’s meeting again, sorry. I’m still being Mr. Mom because Bonnie and Alex are still gone.

I’ve read the minutes and they look ok except that my name is not on the excused absent list. Also, I’ve marked up and attached Policy 3.1 and 3.5, which were mailed to me. If you cannot read my scratching let me know.

**Sewer Committee**

DOWL HKM has provided a recommendations letter to Jeff Dyksterhouse and the Sewer District. We hope to meet (DOWL HKM and the District) for the first time this week to discuss the letter and how, what.... to proceed. According to the Belgrade Independent article, the word is out that there is a leak and the District is working according to DEQ’s requests and taking a proactive approach to the situation including grant applications etc.

**Water Committee**

No activity

**Other**

Let me know if you need something from me, or if there are things you want me to pursue.

I have not talked to Ron Edwards about presenting the pro’s / con’s, requirements of a District, adding on a Water component to the District... Think about when, if, and if necessary to have this discussion or presentation with Ron and let me know.

Thanks

*Jim Potts*